Our Legacy Table
Arlyn W. Perkey
Many small business’s display the rst dollar they made. But when Perkey Tree Farm,
LLC received its rst dollar from a timber sale, I re-invested it in the farm and now,
years later, we are enjoying the dividends it has paid. Our legacy “dollar” is a beautiful
symbolic piece of our tree farm history—a small black walnut/white ash table that
graces our sun room. When we are departed from this earth, we hope those who
remain will treasure its beauty and utility.
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In 2010 I realized that the white ash crop trees I had released from competition at Perkey Tree Farm were
likely to succumb to the invasive emerald ash borer. Consequently, I started harvesting them and having
the logs sawed into lumber and dried. By 2020, a small quantity of that lumber remained unused and, I
realized, suitable for creating a legacy table.

The walnut wood in the table came from a tree—black walnut crop tree #6—that I started from a nut in
the spring of 1992. Tree #6 was in the middle of a line of three direct-seeded walnuts. As the trees grew,
I recognized that the available space could better be utilized by reducing the number of trees. So, I
removed Tree #6 which had grown to 13.1 inches in diameter by 2019. My friend, Harold Thistle, sawed
the tree into lumber, and friend John Burnham dried it in his kiln during the winter of 2020/2021.

On April 19, 2022, my wife Marial and I retrieved our self-designed table from DCW
Hardwoods and Slabs and placed it in front of the window in our sun room. As we use
and enjoy it, we remember the history—pleasant and unpleasant—that led to its
creation. While the nationwide loss of an entire ash resource is an ecological and
economic tragedy, we are glad we were able to salvage a small piece of its beautiful
hard, white, porous wood. The black walnut lumber is a reminder there is still hope for
responsible, sustainable, resource management. I planted three seeds; grew three
trees; cut one, and incorporated its chocolate brown, semi-porous wood into a family
keepsake. Hopefully, the two remaining trees will continue to grow beyond my demise;
providing the next generation with enjoyment and eventually a resource for other useful
purposes. Bringing wood from our own woods into our home is a frequent reminder of
our connection to that forest, even when we cannot be there among the trees. So our
sun room, window table—far more than any framed dollar—is the legacy I prefer for
Perkey Tree Farm, LLC.

The table top shows both contrasting colors and contrasting grain. The white ash board on the left is
referred to as flat sawn, displaying a characteristic cathedral pattern. The 2nd white ash board from the
left is quarter sawn, where the annular growth rings intersect the face of the board. In the winter of
1990/91, I released the crop tree by cutting its adjoining neighbors. The wider growth rings on the right
side of the board attest to the increased growth rate.
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